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Geneva 2 Woodstar Series® | Laminate | Starlight

We love the bathroom.
It’s the first place you go every morning and the last place every night. We think it should make you feel comfortable, and make life exceedingly easy.
Our cabinets are crafted to be flexible, durable, and attractive, so you can achieve your dream bath for an extraordinary value. We also believe in doing
a lot with a little, which is why our cabinets act big in small spaces, and why they stretch a small budget as far as it can go. That’s QualityCabinets™ in the
bath. That’s QualityCabinets™ value. 

Geneva2
The timeless style of Geneva2 paired with built-in 
storage creates a room that will last, no matter 
current trends, available square footage, or 
shifting budgets.
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DeNova™ Golden Hill Natural Granite Countertop



Axiom 2 Quality Series | Maple | Natural 3

Axiom2
Axiom2 has a modern style perfect for creating a contemporary 
bath space. The slab style door complements an array of 
design elements while adding its own unique look to a room.

DeNova™ Blue Pearl Natural Quartz Countertop



Quality Series | Maple | Amber Mocha Glaze 4Classic 2

Classic2
The Classic2 door style creates a comfortable, livable room 
that will fit any style and budget. It provides bathroom storage 
solutions that make the most out of your space. 



Designer Series | Cherry | Burgundy 5Hancock 2

Hancock2
Hancock2 offers versatility to create looks from elegant and 
classic to contemporary and modern all the while creating a 
bathroom retreat with plenty of storage options. 



bath
Quality Series | Maple | Natural

DeNova™  Queen Anne Lace Solid Surface  Countertop DeNova™  Ginger Sky Natural Quartz Countertop

Cabinets + Countertops
The perfect pair. QualityCabinets™ and DeNova™ surfaces have come together 
to offer the perfect pairing of cabinetry and countertops. Together, they 
comprise the first fully integrated cabinet/countertop solution, dedicated to 
the harmonious mingling of material, color, texture and finish in two defining 
features of your bath. 
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Learn more about planning
and visit the Idea Gallery at
www.QualityCabinets.com


